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Abstract

Background: Major depressive disorder (MDD) affects millions of people worldwide, but timely treatment is not often received
owing in part to inaccurate subjective recall and variability in the symptom course. Objective and frequent MDD monitoring can
improve subjective recall and help to guide treatment selection. Attempts have been made, with varying degrees of success, to
explore the relationship between the measures of depression and passive digital phenotypes (features) extracted from smartphones
and wearables devices to remotely and continuously monitor changes in symptomatology. However, a number of challenges exist
for the analysis of these data. These include maintaining participant engagement over extended time periods and therefore
understanding what constitutes an acceptable threshold of missing data; distinguishing between the cross-sectional and longitudinal
relationships for different features to determine their utility in tracking within-individual longitudinal variation or screening
individuals at high risk; and understanding the heterogeneity with which depression manifests itself in behavioral patterns quantified
by the passive features.

Objective: We aimed to address these 3 challenges to inform future work in stratified analyses.

Methods: Using smartphone and wearable data collected from 479 participants with MDD, we extracted 21 features capturing
mobility, sleep, and smartphone use. We investigated the impact of the number of days of available data on feature quality using
the intraclass correlation coefficient and Bland-Altman analysis. We then examined the nature of the correlation between the
8-item Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-8) depression scale (measured every 14 days) and the features using the individual-mean
correlation, repeated measures correlation, and linear mixed effects model. Furthermore, we stratified the participants based on
their behavioral difference, quantified by the features, between periods of high (depression) and low (no depression) PHQ-8
scores using the Gaussian mixture model.

Results: We demonstrated that at least 8 (range 2-12) days were needed for reliable calculation of most of the features in the
14-day time window. We observed that features such as sleep onset time correlated better with PHQ-8 scores cross-sectionally
than longitudinally, whereas features such as wakefulness after sleep onset correlated well with PHQ-8 longitudinally but worse
cross-sectionally. Finally, we found that participants could be separated into 3 distinct clusters according to their behavioral
difference between periods of depression and periods of no depression.

Conclusions: This work contributes to our understanding of how these mobile health–derived features are associated with
depression symptom severity to inform future work in stratified analyses.

(J Med Internet Res 2023;25:e45233) doi: 10.2196/45233
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Introduction

Background
Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a mental disorder with an
estimated lifetime risk worldwide of 16.6% to 17.1% [1,2]. It
leads to high medical costs, morbidity, distress, and mortality
[3-5]. Approximately 60% of the people meeting the diagnostic
criteria of MDD experience severely impaired function and
considerably degraded self-care and life quality [6].
Unsurprisingly, given these factors, MDD is the second-leading
cause of chronic disease burden as measured by years lived with
disability [7].

Two main treatments, psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy, are
available for the management of MDD with varying degrees of
success [7]. However, according to a study, >50% of the people
with MDD do not receive timely treatment [8]. One reason is
that the current assessment of symptom severity can be
compromised by recollection errors when patients are asked to
fill in subjective and retrospective self-reported questionnaires
[9]. Another main reason is that the symptom course is often
not known to clinicians, and variability in the symptom course
adds noise to the study of treatment [10]. A more objective and
frequent monitoring of mental health status may not only

improve subjective recall but also help to guide treatment
selection.

Attempts have been made to leverage smartphones, which are
now ubiquitous in mental health status monitoring [11-14].
Sensors on these devices have been used to capture behaviors
such as mobility and smartphone use [15]. Specifically, digital
phenotypes (features) derived from GPS mobility and
smartphone use were extracted and correlated with the level of
depression assessed by the 8-item Patient Health Questionnaire
(PHQ-8) depression scale [12,16,17]. Wearable devices such
as Fitbit have also been used to calculate mobility and sleep
features [18-20]. Small to moderate correlations between PHQ-8
scores and the features were found in cross-sectional studies
where participants were monitored for a relatively short time
period with a limited number of PHQ-8 measures per participant
[11,12]. Discrepancies in findings could be due to study design,
population, sample size, and data [14].

A number of challenges exist for these studies. First, participant
engagement is typically a challenge for mobile health (mHealth)
studies, which presents a missing data problem for analysis [21].
Therefore, it is important to understand what constitutes an
acceptable level of missing data when summarizing data
collected in a time window. A second challenge lies in
differentiating between cross-sectional and longitudinal
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correlations of the features and depression symptom severity.
Although cross-sectional and longitudinal correlations have
been reported in different studies [12,18,22], it is still unclear
whether a feature is more suited to detect within-individual
longitudinal changes or screen individuals at higher risk. A third
challenge exists in understanding the heterogeneity with which
depression manifests itself in terms of behavioral patterns. It is
very common that people with MDD only exhibit an
individualized subset of the whole spectrum of MDD symptoms
[7,23]. Furthermore, several symptoms of depression can be
experienced in opposite extremes; for example, sleep problems
can be experienced in the form of hypersomnia or insomnia
[6,24]. The difference in the exhibited behavioral patterns
complicates the correlation analysis assessing the associations
between the features and symptom severity.

Objectives
In this work, we explored these 3 challenges. We first
investigated the impact of data missingness on the quality of a
few representative features capturing mobility, sleep, and
smartphone use. Next, we examined both cross-sectional and
longitudinal correlations between the features and PHQ-8 scores
to better understand their utility for disease screening or tracking
disease progression. Finally, we sought to understand the
heterogeneity in depression by clustering participants into
distinctive groups based on behavioral patterns quantified by
the mHealth-derived features.

Methods

Data Collection
This work is part of the Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI)-2
Remote Assessment of Disease and Relapse–Central Nervous
System (RADAR-CNS) major program [25], which aimed to
evaluate remote monitoring using wearables and smartphones
in 3 central nervous system disorders (MDD, epilepsy, and
multiple sclerosis) [26-31]. The Remote Assessment of Disease
and Relapse–Major Depressive Disorder (RADAR-MDD) study
[26] recruited 623 participants with a recent history of recurrent
MDD at 3 sites: King’s College London in London, United
Kingdom; Centro de Investigación Biomédica en Red (CIBER)

in Barcelona, Spain; and Vrije Universiteit Medisch Centrum
(VUMC) in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. In this analysis, of
the 623 participants with MDD, we included 479 (76.9%)
recruited between November 2017 and January 2020 at the 3
clinical sites to exclude the impact of COVID-19 [19,32]. Their
demographic information is presented in Table 1. We also
provide the demographics for the whole sample in the
RADAR-MDD study as a comparison. We performed chi-square
tests for the distribution of categories in terms of gender,
employment status, marital status, and medication status. We
also performed Wilcoxon rank sum tests on age and length of
education. A P value of <.05 was deemed statistically
significant. No significant difference was observed (gender:
P=.58; employment status: P=.65; marital status: P=.89;
medication for depression: P=.99; age: P=.69; and length of
education: P=.44), which indicates that the cohort used in this
analysis is representative of the full cohort.

Passive participant data, that is, data that did not require active
participant engagement (eg, GPS, step count, and sleep data),
were collected on a 24/7 basis through a smartphone and a Fitbit
device. We used the participants’ own Android smartphones
where available; otherwise, we provided participants with a
Motorola G5, G6, or G7 smartphone. Wrist-worn devices, either
Fitbit Charge 2 or Fitbit Charge 3, were given to participants,
and they were asked to wear the device on their nondominant
hand. Active participant data, that is, data obtained by
administering fortnightly app-delivered questionnaires (eg, the
PHQ-8) to participants, were also collected. The first PHQ-8
score was collected at baseline (day 1). We did not include the
baseline PHQ-8 scores in the analysis. The data collection and
management were handled by the open-source mHealth platform
Remote Assessment of Disease and Relapse–base
(RADAR-base) [27].

In this analysis, the participants had a median of 312 (IQR
126-453) days of stay in the study, completing a median of 9
(IQR 4-17) PHQ-8 questionnaires. We used the PHQ-8 scores
to measure depression symptom severity. The PHQ-8 has been
shown to be a useful depression measure for population-based
studies [33], and it is also used in mHealth studies [18,20,34].
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Table 1. Participant demographics.

Full cohort (N=623)Cohort before COVID-19 pandemica (n=479)Demographics

49.0 (33.0-59.0)50.0 (33.0-59.0)Age (years), median (IQR)

Gender, n (%)

152 (24.4)122 (25.5)Man

471 (75.6)357 (74.5)Woman

Employment status, n (%)

305 (49)231 (48.2)Employed

82 (13.1)64 (13.4)Unemployed

67 (10.8)45 (9.4)Student

119 (19.1)103 (21.5)Retired

50 (8)36 (7.5)Other

16.0 (13.0-19.0)15.0 (12.0-19.0)Length of education (years), median (IQR)

Marital status, n (%)

223 (35.8)168 (35.1)Single

291 (46.7)229 (47.8)Married or cohabiting

109 (17.5)82 (17.1)Divorced, separated, or widowed

Medication for depression, n (%)

408 (65.5)315 (65.8)Yes

100 (16.1)77 (16.1)No

115 (18.5)87 (18.1)Not reported

aUntil January 31, 2020.

Ethics Approval
The RADAR-MDD study was conducted in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki and Good Clinical Practice
guidelines, adhering to principles outlined in the National Health
Service (NHS) Research Governance Framework for Health
and Social Care (second edition). Ethics approval was obtained
in the United Kingdom from the Camberwell St Giles Research
Ethics Committee (17/LO/1154), in Spain from the CEIC
Fundació Sant Joan de Deu (CI PIC-128-17), and in the
Netherlands from the Medisch Ethische Toetsingscommissie
VUmc (METc VUmc registratienummer
2018.012–NL63557.029.17). All participants signed informed
consent.

Feature Extraction
Existing research shows that reduced mobility is associated with
depression [12,16,17]. In this work, we extracted homestay
duration and maximum traveled distance from home from the
smartphone GPS (relative location) data, as implemented in the
study by Sun et al [19]. The smartphone-derived location data
had a sampling period of 5 minutes by default, with longer
sampling durations dependent on network connectivity and
battery level. Spurious location coordinates were identified and
removed if they differed from the preceding and following
coordinates by >5°. Home location was determined daily by
clustering location data between 8 PM and 4 AM using the mean
coordinate of the cluster containing the last coordinate. This
choice was made because the largest cluster may not be the

home location for a single night, but we assumed that the last
location before the smartphones shut down had a higher
probability to be the home location for that night. The clustering
was implemented using density-based spatial clustering of
applications with noise [35]. A duration gated by 2 adjacent
coordinates was regarded as a valid homestay duration on the
condition that both coordinates were no further than 200 meters
from the home location. One-time durations of >1 hour were
excluded owing to the large proportion of missing data when
compared with the 5-minute sampling period. All valid homestay
durations between 8 AM and 11 PM were summed to calculate
daily homestay duration. Daily maximum traveled distance
from home was also computed based on the coordinates in the
same time period to quantify mobility. In addition, we computed
the daily step count as the total steps a participant walked every
day.

Features from the Fitbit sleep data have been shown to be
correlated with depression symptom severity [20]. In this work,
sleep episodes were determined using Fitbit-detected continuous
sleep stages (light, deep, and rapid eye movement [REM]),
which were sampled every 30 seconds by default when sleep
was detected. The longest sleep episode was used when ≥2 sleep
episodes were found. Sleep duration was computed as the length
of the sleep episode. Time in bed was then calculated as the
sum of awake duration and sleep duration, and sleep efficiency
was calculated as the ratio between sleep duration and time in
bed. Sleep onset time and sleep offset time were determined
using the start of the first sleep stage and the end of the sleep
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stage, respectively. Wakefulness after sleep onset (WASO) and
wakefulness after sleep offset (WASF) were calculated as the
awake durations before the first sleep stage and after the last
sleep stage, respectively.

To quantify smartphone use, previously shown to be related to
depression [12,15], we extracted features from smartphone user
interaction and use event data streams as implemented in the
study by Sun et al [19]. From smartphone user interaction data,
we calculated the daily times and daily total duration of the
smartphone being in the unlock status. Specifically, smartphone
unlock duration sum (daily total duration) was calculated by
summing time periods starting with the unlocked state and
ending with the standby state. All one-time (continuous) unlock
intervals that were >4 hours in duration were excluded because
they might be the result of a missing standby state,
unintentionally leaving the phone unlocked, or watching videos.
Furthermore, we computed the minimum and maximum of all
valid one-time unlock intervals and the median of all time gaps
between 2 adjacent unlocking activities. To extract features
from smartphone use event data, apps were first grouped into
classes according to the classification listed on the Google Play
Store [36]. We further combined similar classes into 3 larger
categories: social apps, attention apps, and game apps. Social

apps included the classes of “Social,” “Communication,” and
“Dating”; attention apps, which require users to focus on the
app for extended time, included the classes of “Productivity,”
“Books & Reference,” “Education,” “News & Magazines,”
“Business,” and “Art & Design”; and game apps included the
classes of “Action,” “Action & Adventure,” “Adventure,”
“Arcade,” “Card,” “Casino,” “Brain games,” “Board,” “Puzzle,”
“Simulation,” “Racing,” “Role playing,” “Strategy,” “Pretend
play,” “Word,” “Casual,” “Educational,” “Trivia,” and “Sports.”
The daily times and durations of using the social, attention, and
game apps were computed.

A full list of the extracted features is presented in Table 2. These
features were extracted for each participant daily. The daily
features were calculated using the data from 6 AM on the day
to 6 AM the next day for all features except for sleep features,
where the longest nonstop sleep episode was selected. When
no data were found in a data stream for a participant on a day,
we recorded the features derived from that data stream on that
day as missing. Note that this work did not enumerate and
implement all existing features in the literature. The focus of
this study was to provide a methodology and exemplify it using
a few representative features.
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Table 2. Full list of the extracted features.

ExtractionCategories, data streams, and features

Mobility

Smartphone GPS

The duration of staying at homeHomestay duration

The maximum traveled distance from home locationMaximum traveled distance from home

Fitbit step count

Daily total of Fitbit step countsStep count

Sleep

Fitbit sleep

Daily total duration of Fitbit-detected sleep stagesSleep duration

Daily total duration of staying in bedTime in bed

The ratio between sleep duration and time in bedSleep efficiency

Awake duration after sleep onset and before sleep offsetWASOa

Awake duration after sleep offsetWASFb

The time of falling asleepSleep onset time

The time of waking upSleep offset time

Smartphone use

Smartphone user interaction

The daily total times and duration of the smartphone spent in the unlocked stateUnlock times and duration sum

The one-time minimum and maximum duration of the smartphone spent in the unlocked stateUnlock duration min and max

The median of all time gaps between 2 adjacent unlocking activitiesMedian interval between 2 unlocks

Smartphone app use event

The total times and duration of the smartphone spent on social appsSocial app use times and duration

The total times and duration of the smartphone spent on attention-requiring appsAttention app use times and duration

The total times and duration of the smartphone spent on game appsGame app use times and duration

aWASO: wakefulness after sleep onset.
bWASF: wakefulness after sleep offset.

The Impact of Missing Data on Feature Quality
We investigated the impact of the number of days included
when calculating summary statistics (mean and median) for
14-day windows before the completion of the PHQ-8. We chose
the 14-day window based on the fact that the PHQ-8 asks about
one’s depression symptoms in the past 14 days, which is also
in line with other existing works [37,38]. We considered the
14-day periods with no missing daily data and simulated
hypothetical data missingness by selecting all subsets of i days’
data from the 14-day period, where i=1, 2,..., 13. We used 2-way
random effects intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) [39,40]
to assess the absolute agreement between the i days and the
complete data for the 14-day period. A higher ICC among all
combinations of i-day summary statistics indicates a higher
absolute agreement and reliability. We used 0.9 as the threshold
to determine the minimal number of days [41]. We further
assessed the agreement in the summary statistics calculated
between i-day data and 14-day data. This was done by using
the Bland-Altman analysis, which is often used to quantify the
agreement between 2 methods of measurement [42-44]. The

mean of their difference, the SD of their difference (precision),
and the precision ratio were calculated to indicate variability.
The precision ratio was computed as the ratio between precision
and the mean feature values given i-day data. A larger precision
ratio indicates a larger variability.

Cross-Sectional and Longitudinal Correlations of the
Extracted Features With Depression Symptoms
We examined both the cross-sectional and longitudinal
correlations between the PHQ-8 scores and extracted features.
For the cross-sectional correlation, we first averaged the features
for each participant over all valid periods where at least 8 days
of data were present. This choice is justified in the Results
section. We also averaged PHQ-8 scores over these periods.
This led to 1 data pair per participant holding the assumption
of independence of observation [45]. We then calculated
Spearman correlation coefficients on these data pairs. We chose
Spearman correlation to assess the monotonic relationships
(either linear or nonlinear) between them [46]. For the
longitudinal correlation, we used repeated measures correlation
and linear mixed effects models, where multiple PHQ-8 scores
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per participant were taken as outcome variables. Repeated
measures correlation is a statistical technique for determining
the common within-individual association for repeated and
paired measures for multiple participants [47]. It assumes
common within-individual variance and estimates the commonly
shared regression slope between the paired measures, while not
violating the assumption of independence of observation [47].
Linear mixed effects models differ from repeated measures
correlations in that they simultaneously model the variance from
different (fixed and random) sources [48]. In addition to the
coefficient and 2-tailed t value from these methods, respectively,
we also presented rankings based on the coefficient and t value
to better understand the relative relevance of the features. We
chose to use the t value in the linear mixed effects model for its
capability to indicate the strength of the relationship between
the features and PHQ-8 scores and for its invariance to the scale
of the features [28].

Clustering of Participants Based on Behavioral
Changes During Periods of Depression
To begin with, we quantified the behavioral changes between
periods of high depression scores and periods of low depression
scores. To do so, we only included participants who had at least
1 period of depression and 1 period of no depression as dictated
by PHQ-8 scores with a threshold score of 10 (PHQ-8 score
≥10 and PHQ-8 score <10, respectively). We required the
presence of at least 8 days of passive data out of the 14 days
before a PHQ-8 assessment. This choice is justified in the
Results section. We then put together data from all respective
periods for each of the features and for each of the states
(depression and no depression). By doing so, we were able to
investigate the behavioral patterns in the depression or
no-depression states aggregated from the corresponding periods.
To reliably assess the difference in the distribution of the
behavioral features in these 2 states, we used an indicator
analogous to the effect size of the rank sum test. The indicator
was computed as the test statistic in the rank sum test divided
by the square root of the total number of days in both depression
and no-depression states. This processing led to 1 data point
per feature per participant.

On these features in the form of the processed difference, we
applied a feature selection approach to identify the most
informative features for clustering. The approach we used was
the principal feature analysis (PFA), which is based on the
principal component analysis (PCA) [49]. In the PFA, the
number of principal components (q) was first determined based
on retained variability from the PCA. In this work, we used the
explained variance ratio of 80% from the PCA as the
requirement of retained variability. This was to strike a balance
between keeping useful information and rejecting noise. Next,
p eigenvectors corresponding to the p largest eigenvalues from
the PCA were clustered using the k-means algorithm. For each
cluster, the feature with the eigenvector closest to the center of
the cluster was selected. Here, we selected p = q + 2 in line with
the study by Lu et al [49]. The reason for choosing p larger than

q is that a slightly larger number of features is needed for
retaining the same variability as in the PCA [49]. These selected
features were taken forward for the analysis of the heterogeneity.

To discover the underlying heterogeneity of behaviors and
symptoms, we used a clustering algorithm on the processed
difference of behavioral features derived from each participant.
Specifically, after standardizing the features, we applied a
Gaussian mixture model. A Gaussian mixture model assumes
that all data are generated from a mixture of a finite number of
Gaussian distributions, which can be regarded as clusters [50].
The optimal number of clusters was determined using the
silhouette coefficient, a measure of cluster cohesion and
separation [51]. A higher silhouette coefficient indicates a better
cluster cohesion and separation. Here, we reported the center
and weight of each cluster. Parallel plots on the standardized
data were provided to further visualize the different clusters.
This standardization was carried out for each feature in all
clusters put together. To further study the group difference, we
also calculated the repeated measures correlation coefficients
within each cluster.

This work was implemented in Python (version 3.7.4; Python
Software Foundation). For feature extraction, key packages
included pandas, NumPy, and scikit-learn. For the impact of
missing data, key packages included pandas, NumPy, and
Pingouin. For the nature of the correlation, key packages
included pandas, NumPy, and Pingouin, and statsmodels. For
the clustering of the participants based on behavioral patterns,
key packages included pandas, NumPy, and scikit-learn.

Results

The Impact of Missing Data on Feature Quality
For smartphone GPS, median data availability was 13 (IQR
1-14) days out of the maximum of 14 days. For Fitbit step count,
median data availability was 14 (IQR 0-14) days. For
smartphone user interaction and app use, median data
availability was 13 (IQR 0-14) days. For Fitbit sleep, median
data availability was 11 (IQR 3-13) days. As an illustrative
example, day-by-day sleep duration from 4 random participants
is shown in Figure 1. Large variability can be seen in day-by-day
data within each 14-day period before the PHQ-8 assessment.
Table 3 illustrates how the ICC and Bland-Altman analysis
result varied with the number of days for sleep duration using
data from all the included participants. We can see that the
absolute agreement improved when more days were included.
Specifically, the ICC reached 0.9 with ≥8 days for the ICC of
the mean as well as the ICC of the median. Table 4 shows the
minimal number of days achieving an ICC >0.9 and the
corresponding Bland-Altman analysis results for all the
considered features. Most features showed high ICC when ≥8
days were included, except for maximum traveled distance from
home, sleep efficiency, sleep offset time, unlock duration sum,
and WASF. In general, the ICC of the median required more
days to achieve absolute agreement than the ICC of the mean.
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Figure 1. Sleep duration from 4 random participants. Weekend 0 and 1 (denoted by color only) are weekdays and weekends, respectively. The 8-item
Patient Health Questionnaire depression (PHQ-8) scale order j=1, 2, 3, 4 (denoted by marker only) represents the j-th 14-day period (before the PHQ-8
assessment) having the same PHQ-8 scores. Mean and median were calculated within the same PHQ-8 score.
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Table 3. The impact of the number of days (1-13) of data included on the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and Bland-Altman analysis result
when calculating 14-day summary statistics for sleep duration.

Precision ratio
(ICC median)

Precision (ICC median)Bias (ICC median)Precision ratio (ICC
mean)

Precisiona (ICC mean)ICC medianICC meanDay

0.34155.092.030.34151.870.420.321

0.24107.852.030.23103.180.640.552

0.2194.170.990.1880.660.700.673

0.1673.660.990.1466.600.800.754

0.1568.800.590.1256.510.820.805

0.1256.040.590.1048.640.870.856

0.1153.170.350.0942.120.880.887

0.0943.630.350.0836.480.920.918

0.0940.950.200.0731.390.930.939

0.0732.870.200.0526.640.950.9510

0.0629.740.090.0421.990.960.9611

0.0421.810.090.0317.190.980.9712

0.0316.860.000.0211.680.980.9813

aBias (ICC mean) were all 0.
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Table 4. The minimal number of days of data for different features when the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) of the mean and median reached

0.9a.

Precision (ICC median)Bias (ICC median)ICC median >0.9 (d)Precisionb (ICC mean)ICC mean >0.9 (d)

115.5−0.3985.88Homestay duration (min)

13.8−0.21034.012Maximum traveled distance from
home (km)

2201.0−32.382341.66Step count

43.70.4836.58Sleep duration (min)

48.40.4840.18Time in bed (min)

0.010.0100.019Sleep efficiency

10.7−0.288.28WASOc (min)

1.40.012N/AN/AeWASFd (min)

0.90.060.86Sleep onset time (h)

0.90.080.911Sleep offset time (h)

18.4−0.9217.72Unlock times

80.3−2.9470.04Unlock duration sum (min)

0.60.0120.911Unlock duration min (min)

17.3−0.7819.86Unlock duration max (min)

16.4−0.6820.08Median interval between 2 un-
locks (min)

23.0−0.7424.63Social app use times

29.5−1.0628.35Social app use duration (min)

6.7−0.366.95Attention app use times

11.0−0.3710.56Attention app use duration (min)

9.0−0.368.36Game app use times

42.0−0.7640.15Game app use duration (min)

aThe corresponding Bland-Altman analysis result is also presented.
bBias for ICC mean were all 0.
cWASO: wakefulness after sleep onset.
dWASF: wakefulness after sleep offset.
eN/A: not applicable (as the required absolute agreement was not achieved).

Cross-Sectional and Longitudinal Correlations
Between the Extracted Features and Depression
Symptoms
We included 14-day periods (before the PHQ-8 assessment)
where a minimum of 8 days of data were found and used the
mean of the features for all data streams. Table 5 shows the
Spearman correlation coefficients using individual-mean data,

repeated measures correlation coefficients, and the results from
linear mixed effects models. The rankings in the cross-sectional
and longitudinal correlations differed for some of the features;
for instance, sleep onset time ranked first cross-sectionally but
much lower longitudinally, whereas WASO ranked second
longitudinally but much lower cross-sectionally. Nevertheless,
features such as step count ranked high both longitudinally and
cross-sectionally. In general, longitudinal correlation coefficients
were smaller than the cross-sectional ones.
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Table 5. The cross-sectional and longitudinal associations between the features and the 8-item Patient Health Questionnaire scoresa.

LongitudinalCross-sectionalFeature

Rankingbt valuebP valuebRankingRepeated measures correlation
coefficient

RankingIndividual-mean correlation
coefficient

20−1.08.2810−0.0510.24Sleep onset time

1−6.34<.0011−0.142−0.19Step count

17−1.2.2321−0.013−0.17WASFc

12−1.85.0616−0.034−0.14Maximum traveled distance
from home

35.09<.00130.1150.10Homestay duration

92.38.02120.0560.08Unlock duration max

112.04.0470.077−0.07Attention times

151.51.13130.058−0.06Unlock times

18−1.12.2618−0.0390.06Sleep offset time

191.09.28190.02100.05Median interval between 2
unlocks

131.84.07110.0511−0.03Attention duration

141.71.09140.0512−0.03Social times

25.79<.00120.13130.03WASOd

4−3.87<.0014−0.1140.02Sleep efficiency

53.75<.00150.0915−0.02Time in bed

210.09.9320−0.0116−0.02Game times

82.58.0190.06170.02Unlock duration sum

72.93<.00180.07180.01Social duration

63.21<.00160.0819−0.01Sleep duration

161.46.14170.03200.01Unlock duration min

102.04.04150.0521−0.01Game duration

aThe ranking in each type of associations is presented.
bResults from linear mixed effects models.
cWASF: wakefulness after sleep offset.
dWASO: wakefulness after sleep onset.

Clustering of Participants Based on Behavioral
Differences
The PCA-explained variance ratio is given in Figure 2A; the
requirement of the variance was met when including 7 features,
which led to 9 features being selected in the next step of the
PFA. After running the PFA, the selected features were sleep
duration, step count, WASF, sleep offset time, sleep efficiency,
unlock duration sum, unlock duration min, attention times, and
game times. Figure 2B shows silhouette coefficients varying
with the number of clusters, where 3 clusters achieved the best
clustering performance. The best silhouette coefficient score
achieved was 0.17, suggesting some overlap among the clusters.
The derived centers of the 3 clusters are presented in Table 6.
We can see that sleep duration increased across all 3 clusters
with the depression symptom severity. For step count, sleep
efficiency, unlock duration sum, unlock duration min, and game
times, participants in different clusters experienced changes in

opposite directions with changes in symptom severity.
Specifically, when experiencing depression, participants in
cluster 1 slept longer, walked less, and woke up later;
participants in cluster 2 changed behaviors marginally; and
participants in cluster 3 reduced the time and frequency of using
their smartphone. The weights for these 3 clusters were 0.06,
0.73, and 0.21, respectively. The mean and SD values of
clustered data after standardization are presented in Figure 3.
After visual inspection, cluster 1 showed a fair separability from
clusters 2 and 3. We did not find group difference in age and
length of education among the 3 clusters. The repeated measures
correlation coefficients within each cluster are given in Table
7. Differences in the strengths of repeated measures correlation
coefficients among the 3 clusters can be found in features such
as step count, which is in line with the findings in Table 6; yet,
for some of the other features, the correlation coefficients
revealed different signs (directions of change) compared with
the center of that cluster. The repeated measures correlation
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coefficients in each cluster also differed from those derived without clustering (Table 5).

Figure 2. (A) Explained variance ratio in the principal component analysis on the processed behavioral difference (quantified by the features) between
periods of high and low 8-item Patient Health Questionnaire depression scale scores. (B) Silhouette coefficients in the clustering analysis using the
Gaussian mixture model.

Table 6. The centers of the identified 3 clusters from the Gaussian mixture model.

Cluster 3Cluster 2Cluster 1

0.050.030.27Sleep duration

0.04−0.06−0.26Step count

0.01−0.02−0.05WASFa

−0.070.040.26Sleep offset time

−0.04−0.020.11Sleep efficiency

−0.140.02−0.05Unlock duration sum

−0.190.020.06Unlock duration min

−0.070.020.04Attention times

−0.100.020.16Game times

aWASF: wakefulness after sleep offset.
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Figure 3. Parallel plot for the mean and SD of the identified 3 clusters after standardization. WASF: wakefulness after sleep offset.

Table 7. The repeated measures correlation coefficients between the features and the 8-item Patient Health Questionnaire scores in each clustera.

Cluster 3Cluster 2Cluster 1

0.140.080.05Sleep duration

−0.14−0.16−0.36Step count

0.04−0.05−0.12WASFb

−0.040.02−0.11Sleep offset time

−0.04−0.10−0.13Sleep efficiency

0.210.070.00Unlock duration sum

0.34−0.03−0.06Unlock duration min

0.090.090.15Attention times

0.10−0.070.26Game times

aThe features were selected using principal feature analysis.
bWASF: wakefulness after sleep offset.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this work, we presented an exploration of 3 challenges when
analyzing digital phenotypes to associate with, and predict,
depression symptom severity. These included the impact of data
missingness on feature quality, the nature of the correlation
between symptom severity and digital phenotypes, and the
heterogeneity with which depression manifests itself. We
examined the impact of data missingness when calculating
summary statistics for mHealth-derived features over a 14-day
window and found that 8 days of data were necessary for most
of the features. We also demonstrated that the cross-sectional
and longitudinal correlations between features and depression
symptom severity as measured by the PHQ-8 differed

considerably for some of the features. Furthermore, we identified
the heterogeneity with which depression manifests itself in our
cohort, showing that participants could be stratified into 3
clusters based on the changes in mHealth-derived features
between periods of high and low PHQ-8 scores.

Missing data are inevitable in remote monitoring and mHealth
studies for reasons that include device-wearing habits, device
malfunction, and network connectivity. An inadequate number
of days when calculating the summary statistics will introduce
unexplained variability, complicating data analysis [52]. Existing
studies have used an arbitrary threshold (eg, 7 or 12 days)
[12,20] to determine data usability or have not reported a
threshold, which might lead to discrepancies in findings. To the
best of our knowledge, no studies have quantitatively and
comprehensively investigated the impact of data missingness
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when using remote monitoring technology in assessing
depression symptom severity. Our study filled this gap by
demonstrating that a wide range of 2 to 12 feature-specific
random days out of 14 were necessary, whereas ≤8 random days
were adequate for most of the features. This finding can promote
the reproducibility of data analysis and provide flexibility in
data collection. Features with large day-to-day variability within
participants often needed more data to be representative than
features that were relatively stable across days. The reason why
the ICC of the median required more days to achieve absolute
agreement than the ICC of the mean might be related to the fact
that random errors were suppressed when calculating the mean.
However, when the day-to-day variability was pronounced, as
in the case of maximum traveled distance from home, the ICC
of the median yielded better absolute agreement. It is interesting
to observe that features extracted from the same data stream
can differ in the minimal days required, such as homestay
duration and maximum traveled distance from home. It should
be noted that although data missingness poses challenges to
feature quality and data analysis, it might suggest relevant
information about depressive status [53].

When analyzing data collected from observational studies with
repeated measurements, it is necessary to distinguish between
cross-sectional and longitudinal correlations, especially
considering the case of the Simpson paradox, where
contradictory patterns are found in higher and lower levels of
analysis [47]. The findings relating to the difference between
the longitudinal and cross-sectional correlations suggest that
different feature subsets are needed for population screening
and patient continuous monitoring purposes. Accordingly,
different models may need to be built for depression symptom
severity assessments, depending on the specific purposes. The
reason why features behaved differently in the cross-sectional
and longitudinal associations might be related to demographic
factors such as age, gender, and occupation [54]; for instance,
sleep patterns have been reported to differ by age and gender
[54]. Future work may investigate the nature and strength of
correlations in different demographic subgroups in larger data
sets to further understand the utility of the features. The rankings
from the repeated measures correlation and linear mixed effects
model can be different, which may be related to the way
variance is handled. The repeated measures correlation analyzes
intraindividual variance, whereas the linear mixed effects model
can simultaneously analyze both intra- and interindividual
variance using partial pooling [47]. Features such as step count
were sensitive in detecting changes in depression symptom
severity and in screening people with depression in line with
previous studies [55,56]. This might be associated with inverse
bidirectional relationships between depression and physical
activity [57,58]. Furthermore, a potential protective relationship
between physical activity and depression might also be a
contributing factor [59]. However, overall, the cross-sectional
and longitudinal correlations were generally small. This suggests
that the value of these representative features for predicting
depression depends very much on the specific application, and
more sophisticated features and other sensor modalities are
needed.

The discovery of the 3 clusters suggests that there was
heterogeneity in people with depression in terms of behavioral
patterns. This finding might explain why correlations between
the PHQ-8 scores and features were relatively small and why
varied predictive performances have been reported in other
studies [15,60]. In addition, the individual heterogeneity also
suggests that personalized predictive models for remote
depression assessment are needed. Clustering individuals before
building predictive models, coupled with selecting features that
are better at capturing longitudinal correlations, might improve
model performance. In this study, the clustering centers showed
that smartphone and app use could change in opposite directions
for different individuals when depressed. One speculation, based
on the items in the PHQ-8, is that some people lost interest in
doing things, including using their smartphones and apps,
whereas others resorted to using their smartphones more when
having difficulty focusing on other activities. When considered
together, changes in different features in the same cluster might
also shed light on behavioral changes; for example, participants
in cluster 1 had longer sleep duration and less physical exercise
when becoming more depressed. The noticeable overlap between
the clusters and high variance might be due to factors such as
sample size. It is of particular interest to note that some of the
participants experienced marginal changes in their behavioral
patterns when more depressed; additional relevant features and
sensors might also help to improve the understanding of
heterogeneity of behavioral patterns in people with MDD. It
should be noted that the discovered clusters had some overlap,
as suggested by the derived silhouette coefficients; future work
may investigate whether including additional complementary
features in larger data sets could help to improve cluster
cohesion. Repeated measures correlation coefficients within
each cluster were also consistent with some of the findings from
clustering analysis using the Gaussian mixture model. The
reason for the discrepancies between the sign of the correlation
and that of the center of the cluster might be 2-fold. First, when
the correlation coefficients were small, the direction of change
might be subject to the way data were analyzed. Furthermore,
the relationship between the features and PHQ-8 scores might
be more complicated than being monotonic, which can be
captured by the correlation analysis. Future work might examine
further the associations in different PHQ-8 score ranges. The
difference in the repeated measures correlation coefficients in
each cluster and those derived without clustering further
highlights the heterogeneity in the depression symptoms.
Overall, the discovery of the heterogeneity might suggest that
cluster-specific predictive models are needed when using
mHealth-derived features.

There have been works exploring the RADAR-MDD cohort
from different perspectives and in different ways. We previously
elaborated issues in relation to recruitment, retention, data
availability, and predictors of engagement [30]. We also
extracted features derived from different data streams, including
Fitbit sleep, smartphone Bluetooth, GPS, and acceleration, and
associated them with depression symptom severity
[16,17,20,34,61]. These works examining associations often
used heuristically defined thresholds to determine data and
feature quality, and the derived correlations and associations
were focused on either the longitudinal or cross-sectional aspect.
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Furthermore, the heterogeneity with which depression manifests
itself was not considered. This work adds to these existing works
analyzing the same cohort by investigating these factors that
may complicate the relationship between digital phenotypes
and depression symptom severity. The findings in this work
may also help to interpret findings in these existing works using
the same cohort.

Limitations
There are some limitations to this study. First, the sleep stages
provided by the Fitbit devices may differ from the gold standard
using polysomnography [62]; for example, inactive status might
be misclassified as sleep, which leads to overestimation of sleep
duration [63]. Nevertheless, wearable devices provide a means
to unobtrusively monitor individuals for much extended time
periods with comfort and to capture real-world data in a home
setting with greater ecological validity. Future work may use
devices that provide raw signals to have better control of
algorithmic details, facilitating deeper insights. Second, the
definitions of periods of depression (high depression scores)
and no depression (low depression scores) were based on the
PHQ-8 with a cutoff of 10, which potentially led to inaccurate
classifications. When scores were close to 10, they were
classified into no-depression and depression periods, but the
closeness in scores was overlooked. However, the focus of this
study was to quantify the difference in the behavioral patterns
in which a threshold was needed. Future work may investigate
the impact of scores or use other criteria to determine depression.
Other criteria (eg, the Center for Epidemiologic Studies

Depression Scale) may also provide deeper insights into how
individual depression symptoms manifest into subsets of the
entire spectrum of MDD symptoms [64]. Third, participants in
this study were requested to maintain their regular routines,
which included medication use. The use of medication could
be a confounding factor that affected their behavioral patterns
both in this study and in real-life situations. In the future, larger
studies that frequently gather medication information may
further investigate the role of medication use in a person’s
behavioral patterns when experiencing symptoms of depression.

Conclusions
This study investigated 3 considerations when using digital
phenotypes to test for associations with, and predict, depression
symptom severity. We examined the impact of the number of
days where data were available for calculating representative
summary statistics and found that the minimal number of 8
(range 2-12) days from a 14-day window was sufficient for most
of the features. The strength of associations varied according
to whether features were being considered in a cross-sectional
or longitudinal context. Furthermore, 3 clusters were identified
when analyzing behavioral patterns using mHealth-derived
features, which demonstrated the heterogeneity with which
depression manifests itself. This work supports the need to
consider stratified analyses in future work. Overall, the analysis
presented here highlights important issues to be considered
when analyzing data collected from wearable devices and
smartphones to assess depression symptom severity to inform
future studies.
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